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Exported Listing

 

Bell 206L1-C30P USD 780,000

Manufacturer Bell

Category n/a

Configuration Private

Year 1981

Time 18140

Price 780000

Serial Number 45601

Registration
Number

C-GHWC

Description
Very clean Bell 206L1-C30P for sale, currently
privately operated with great times remaining.
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Avionics

- AMS42 AUDIO CONTROL PANEL

- KY96A VHF COMM 2 XCVR

- GNS-430 GPS / COMM 1

- AA34-200 AUDIO INTERFACE

- KT76A TRANSPONDER

- Technisonic TFM-138B

- garmin VOR coupled to GNS-430

- turn coordinator

- gyro compass

- artificial horizon

Equipment

- 205 cyclic grip

- cargo hook

- cargo mirror

- alpine bear paws

- dual controls and pedal lock out kit

- reverse snow scoops

- litter kit

- Flite step

- Baggage extender

- Inlet barrier filter

- Heated pitot

- paravion door openers on all doors

- Air Comm Arctic bleed air heater with defroster
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- front and rear floor trays

- garmin dual usb charger

- rear pax bubble windows

Interior

New generation global leather seating 10/10

Exterior

8.5 /10 paint is in great condition

- tinted windows

Inspection Details

12/24 month 100/300 hour January 2024

- freewheel, starter gen, tail rotor hub, tail boom 1,000 hour fresh inspections / overhaul

- all inspections are update along with AD and ASB

Remarks

Very nicely equipped longranger. $370,000 complete overhaul by alpine Aerotech in 2009, 2300 hours
ago.

- Van horn T/R blades 4200 hours remaining.

- bell M/R blades 3036 hours remaining.

- M/R trans 1016 hours remaining.

Full tracking and additional information with pictures available in link below.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1-3fycLRnjZtAI0NlDe57fv9L-8Vu-GUN

Disclaimer

All times and specs to be verified by interested party, aircraft subject to withdrawal from market without
prior notice.

The descriptions and/or specifications provided are for introductory information only and do not imply
any warranties or representations. The Purchaser is responsible for verification of specifications upon
inspection. The Helicopter is offered subject to prior sale, lease or withdrawal from the market without
prior notice.
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